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Reincarnation and Ethics
Mikel Burley*


Studies of reincarnation beliefs often assume that these beliefs are logi-
cally and historically prior to certain ethical values and practices, and
hence that the values and practices are based on, and explained by,
the beliefs (or “theory”). This assumption has been challenged by
Catherine Osborne, who argues with reference to certain ancient Greek
philosophers that the order of priority is the other way round. Through
critical engagement with Osborne and also Gananath Obeyesekere, this
article seeks to question the deeper presupposition that there must be
an order of priority here at all. Along the way, objections are raised to
Obeyesekere’s model of how South Asian “karmic eschatologies”
evolved from “nonethicized” “rebirth eschatologies,” and it is argued
that Obeyesekere’s notion of “ethicization” runs the risk of obscuring
the pervasiveness of ethics within supposedly “nonethicized” forms
of reincarnation belief in small-scale societies. This pervasiveness is
illustrated by some examples from anthropological literature.


A man who steals gems, pearls, corals, or any of the various precious
substances out of greed is [re]born among goldsmiths. . . . By stealing
grain, one becomes a rat . . . by stealing a deer or an elephant, a wolf.
(Mānavadharmaśāstra, 12.61–67, in Olivelle 2004: 215)


[A]t the time of death, the consciousness [that a person] has created
will carry him on to the next type of body. If he has made his
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consciousness like that of a cat or dog, he is sure to change from his
human body to a cat’s or a dog’s body. If he has fixed his conscious-
ness on godly qualities, he will change into the form of a demigod.
(Commentary on Bhagavadgītā, 15.8, in Prabhupāda 1975: 231)


THE PASSAGES ABOVE are illustrative of the sort of connection
that is held by many Hindus to obtain between ethical conduct and
reincarnation. Although the Mānavadharmaśāstra is an ancient text (c.
second century CE), key attitudes exemplified therein remain prevalent
among contemporary Hindus. Some indication of this is afforded by
the excerpt from the commentary on the Bhagavadgītā by Swami
Prabhupāda, first published in 1968. As the founder of the International
Society for Krishna Consciousness, Prabhupāda spoke for a popular
form of devotionally oriented Hinduism when he endorsed the view
that what we focus our minds on in this life will determine what we
return as in the next.


The anthropologist Gananath Obeyesekere has characterized the
kind of reincarnation belief that is present within Hindu, Buddhist, and
Jain traditions as “ethicized,” and has distinguished this from “unethi-
cized” or “nonethicized” forms of the belief, which are found within
certain Amerindian and Inuit cultures and other “small-scale soci-
eties.”1 While acknowledging that societies of the latter sort are not
devoid of ethical norms and practices, and that such societies’ reincar-
nation beliefs often have ethical implications, Obeyesekere argues that
the connections obtaining between ethics and reincarnation in those
societies are very different from those which obtain in South Asian tra-
ditions. In particular, he argues that, unlike Hinduism, Buddhism, and
Jainism (and also some ancient Greek traditions), the small-scale soci-
eties lack the idea that an individual’s ethical behavior in the present
life will affect what happens to him or her beyond death, including the
form of rebirth that he or she undergoes (Obeyesekere 2002: 74).


Having drawn his distinction between two broad categories of rein-
carnation belief—namely, ethicized and nonethicized—Obeyesekere
advances the speculative thesis that the ethicized forms developed out
of nonethicized ones, in a process that he dubs “ethicization.” This
thesis involves an evolutionary conception of how reincarnation beliefs
developed within South Asian cultures, a conception which itself
implies that different forms of reincarnation belief can, at least in


1For his use of terms such as “ethicized,” “nonethicized,” and “ethicization,” see especially
Obeyesekere (2002: chap. 3). But see also his (1968) and (1980). For his use of the expression
“small-scale societies,” see (2002: xiii–xvi, et passim).
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principle, be lined up along a continuum, from least to most ethicized.
Although there need be no specific value-judgment contained in this
model, it inevitably suggests a conception of small-scale societies’ beliefs
as somehow residing at an earlier stage of development from those
which obtain among Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains. Moreover, the very
terms “ethicized” and “nonethicized” are potentially misleading; for,
notwithstanding Obeyesekere’s caveats, they are liable to be construed
as meaning that, in the case of “nonethicized” forms, there is an
absence of connection between reincarnation beliefs and ethics in
general, rather than merely an absence of a specifically individualistic
retributive conception of that connection.


These issues, concerning the relations between what might be called
ethical values and metaphysical beliefs, have wide-ranging significance
for the study of religion. They resonate, for example, within debates
between those who follow Clifford Geertz in regarding religions as “syn-
thesizing” a metaphysical worldview and an “ethos” or “style of life”2


and those who see such metaphysically imbued conceptions of religion
as hangovers from outmoded Christian-dominated approaches.3 My
aim in this article is not to try to settle such disputes, but to contribute
to them by exploring the particular context of how reincarnation beliefs
and ethics come together. Part of this exploration involves questioning
whether “coming together” is the right description here. To speak of a
“connection between,” or a “coming together of,” ethics and a belief in
reincarnation implies the existence of two conceptually distinguishable
phenomena: ethics on the one hand, comprising certain ethical com-
mitments, judgments, and practices, and on the other hand, a belief in
reincarnation. One purpose of my article is to place this distinction in
question: to argue that there is no necessity to conceive of a belief
in reincarnation, and the ethical values and practices that “accompany”
it, as being two distinct things. Rather, in at least many cases, it is more
plausible to see a belief in reincarnation as partially constitutive of an
outlook on the world that is not readily divisible into neatly partitioned
doxastic and practical components.


The second section of this article looks specifically at Obeyesekere’s
contrast between the respective beliefs of South Asian and “small-scale
societies.” The third section adduces some examples to illustrate my
contention that the conceptions of reincarnation in societies of the
latter kind are often best understood as permeated with ethical


2See, for example, Geertz (1973: chaps. 4 and 5). For a recent defence of Geertz, and for further
references, see Schilbrack (2005).


3See, for example, Asad (1983, 1993: chap. 1).
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significance, in a way that places strain on the plausibility of designating
these conceptions as “nonethicized.” First, however, in order to begin
the task of questioning the very distinction between belief (or “theory”)
on the one hand and ethical values and practices on the other, I crit-
ically examine a thesis proposed by Catherine Osborne regarding the
origins of reincarnation beliefs among some early Greek philosophers.4


REINCARNATION AND MORAL OUTLOOKS AMONG THE
ANCIENT GREEKS


In chapter 3 of her book Dumb Beasts and Dead Philosophers
(2007), Osborne examines the respective conceptions of reincarnation
(or “transmigration”) that are discernible in the philosophies of
Pythagoras, Empedocles, and Plato. She is especially interested in the
relation between these conceptions and ethical attitudes toward animals.
The thesis for which Osborne argues is that, contrary to a common pre-
supposition, it is not the case that the three philosophers in question
first devised (or inherited from others) a theory of reincarnation
according to which human souls can be reborn in nonhuman animals
and then, on that basis, developed a moral outlook that advocates vege-
tarianism and respect for animal welfare.5 Rather, Osborne contends:


The claim that these beasts have human souls, and that they are related
to us as close family members, is an expression of a distinctive outlook
on the world, in which one can come to hold such creatures dear and
find oneself as one of them (but temporarily in human form). The
theory does not ground the moral advice; rather, the moral outlook
generates the theoretical justification. (2007: 45)


Underlying Osborne’s thesis is a more general contention concern-
ing the asymmetrical relation between theories (whether scientific or
philosophical) and evaluative judgments. According to Osborne, while
any theory or body of information about the respective biological or
psychological characteristics of humans and animals cannot avoid being
guided by value judgments, the theory or body of information itself
lacks any power to guide our evaluative perceptions and activities. So,


4Since publishing the book that I will be discussing, Osborne has reverted to using her maiden
name, Catherine Rowett. To avoid confusion, I will continue to refer to her as Osborne in this
article.


5Although Osborne does not explicitly identify authors who have taken the view against which
she is arguing, recent examples include: Pomeroy et al. (1999: 123), Walters and Portmess (2001:
2), Kumar (2010: 192), and Newmyer (2011: 100).
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for example, a taxonomy of animal species based on similarities and
differences between them will, inevitably, be guided by judgments con-
cerning which features of the respective species are important for the
purposes of the classification; yet once the taxonomy has been con-
cocted, it in itself cannot usefully inform our judgments about how
members of different species ought to be treated. “There is,” Osborne
writes, “no reason to suppose that the lines of division drawn up for a
taxonomy of species include any differences that are morally relevant”
(2007: 60).


In light of this underlying conception of the relation between theo-
ries and evaluative judgments, Osborne’s thesis regarding Pythagoras,
Empedocles, and Plato can be read as the claim that, irrespective of
what these philosophers thought they were doing, it cannot be the case
that their dedication to animal welfare derived from cool and dispas-
sionate thinking about psychological similarities between humans and
animals, with these similarities in turn being taken as indicative of
cross-species transmigration. This cannot be the case because such
thinking is guided by certain evaluative commitments while being
impotent to generate any such commitments itself.


Osborne’s thesis is interesting and provocative in the way that it
challenges an assumption that is all-too-easy to make. It would, for
example, be easy to assume that, if someone claims to be a vegetarian
on the grounds that animals typically consumed as meat have souls
which are likely to have formerly been those of human beings, then it is
the belief in the transmigration of souls between humans and animals
that precedes (logically and chronologically) the practice of vegetarian-
ism. What Osborne urges us to see is that the order of priority is—
indeed, must be, if her underlying view about theories and values is
right—the other way round.


My two main worries about Osborne’s thesis are: first, its reliance
on an equivocation over notions such as “values” and “evaluation,” and
secondly, its uncertainty about whether to merely reverse the standard
order of priority between theory and moral outlook or instead to
abandon the assumption that there need be any order of priority here
at all. I elaborate each of these worries in turn.


While it is plainly true that a theory pertaining to the similarities
and differences between various animal species, including humans, will
be guided by evaluative judgments (or assumptions) about which fea-
tures of the species concerned need to be attended to, it by no means
follows that these judgments are themselves moral in nature. By
analogy, my decision to go shopping may depend on a logically prior
evaluation that I need to restock my food cupboard; but this in itself
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does not entail that the evaluation that my food cupboard needs
restocking is a moral one. So, it thus sounds suspicious when Osborne
moves from the noncontentious—indeed, platitudinous—claim that
“How we classify the animals and plants that are the subject of biology
will depend upon the needs that the system of classification is required
to serve” (2007: 60) to the contentious proposal that, when Pythagoras,
Empedocles, and Plato emphasized the commonality of “capacities and
origins” between ourselves and other creatures, “[t]heir claims were
based on a revised moral understanding of how the world is divided”
(61; my emphasis).


Admittedly, there is an intermediate step in Osborne’s argument.
This involves citing a particular example of how Plato, in offering “a
taxonomy according to the habitat that a creature occupies . . . builds a
set of value judgements into that classification by suggesting that one
gets closer to the earth the more disabled one’s intellectual powers”
(Osborne 2007: 60).6 Osborne submits that, rather than having first
observed the respective intellectual powers of various creatures and then
inferred the correlation between these powers and the proximity of
creatures to the earth, Plato’s deliberations were imbued from the outset
with evaluative associations such as those of “higher” and “lower”
(Osborne 2007: 60–61). Plato assigns to worms weaker intellects than to
birds, for example, “because he despises the weaker intellects, and
because he thinks that worms are low on the scala naturae” (61). In
other words, he has already made up his mind about which animals are
least (morally) valuable before he contrives a system of classification
that ranks them according to their alleged intellectual capacities and
proximity to the earth.7


While this constitutes a poignant example to illustrate Osborne’s
thesis, the generality of the thesis nevertheless relies on the underlying
contention that systems of classification are substantially influenced by


6Osborne makes reference here to Plato’s Timaeus 40a, and invites us to compare Sophist 220a.
A more immediately relevant passage would seem to be Timaeus 91d–92c (Plato 1997: 1290–1291),
part of which Osborne refers us to subsequently (2007: 61, fn. 42).


7Some commentators have supposed that the whole passage from Timaeus 91d–92a is largely
intended to be humorous. According to Taylor (1928: 644), for example, Plato’s “lumping
together” of various sea creatures into one category “should show that we are dealing with humour,
not with science.” Osborne would not deem Plato’s taxonomy to be merely humorous, and I would
agree. Part of what Plato is doing is “persuad[ing] us to see those positions [of ‘higher’ and ‘lower’]
as evaluative” (Rowett [formerly Osborne], personal correspondence, January 2012). Taylor’s
dichotomy between humour and science leaves out the live possibility that the taxonomy’s
significance is best characterized as something other than either humour or science; or as
something that combines playfulness with other purposes, such as serious allegory or a kind of
ontology that is not straightforwardly biological.
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value judgments, and that these value judgments are themselves specifi-
cally moral. It still remains far from obvious that this is so; and even in
the exemplary case of Plato, the situation may be more complicated
than Osborne makes out. Might he not have had other reasons for
assigning weaker intellects to worms than to birds, over and above his
ranking them lower in the scale of nature? Perhaps, for example, one
might consider the behavior of birds to be more complex than that of
worms, and to believe that complexity of behavior is correlated with
intellectual capacity. If someone such as Plato had taken this view, it
might remain true that he despised weaker intellects; but the contention
that he judged worms to have weaker intellects than birds due to (or at
least partially due to) an underlying evaluation of worms as less
morally worthy than birds would become less credible. Irrespective of
whether this latter suggestion applies to Plato himself, the fact that it
might should make us wary of saying that his verdict on worm intellects
must have been instigated by his moral attitude. Clearly, the conception
of intellectual capacity is bound up, for Plato, with his conception of
moral worth, but it is the idea that one of these must precede the other
that I am questioning.


Let me now turn to my second worry, that Osborne’s thesis appears
uncertain whether to merely reverse the standard order of priority
between moral outlook and reincarnation theory or instead to dispense
with the idea of an order of priority between these things. For the most
part, Osborne seems to be saying that, in the case of the philosophers
she discusses, instead of regarding their reincarnation theory as ground-
ing their moral outlook, we should see their moral outlook as ground-
ing their reincarnation theory. She says, for example, that “To change
whom we see as kin, we must first change our moral outlook” (2007:
62; my emphasis). This implies that the moral outlook can be changed
independently of changing whom we see as kin, but that whom we see
as kin may, or will, change as a consequence of changing our moral
outlook. Osborne then goes on to say of Pythagoras, Empedocles, and
Plato that “[t]hese thinkers give us a story to explain how souls can
transmigrate and how we might all be kin, but the story is there to
defend and promote a revisionary moral outlook” (62), thereby again
implying that the moral outlook came first, and the story of transmigra-
tion came later.


Earlier, however, in a passage that I have already quoted, Osborne
asserts of the claim that animals “have human souls, and . . . are related
to us as close family members,” that this “is an expression of a distinc-
tive outlook on the world, in which one can come to hold such crea-
tures dear and find oneself as one of them (but temporarily in human
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form).” Here, Osborne’s emphasis on “expression” suggests, not that
the “distinctive outlook on the world” somehow preexists the concep-
tion of human-to-animal reincarnation, but that the outlook on the
world takes the form of, or is articulated in terms of, this conception.
Under this description, we are not forced to say that, if the conception
of animal–human relations is to be changed, “we must first change our
moral outlook,” for there is a sense in which the conception (or
“theory,” if one prefers that word) is the moral outlook; there is no
logical distinction between them. We come to see what the conception
of reincarnation means—what it amounts to—in the forms of ethical
judgment and action by which the moral outlook is constituted. For
this reason, it would make just as much sense to say that the moral
outlook at issue expresses the claim that animals have human souls as it
does to say that the claim that animals have human souls expresses the
moral outlook.


If Osborne would agree with the points I have just made, then what I
take her real thesis to be could be expressed by saying that the reincarna-
tion theories of Pythagoras, Empedocles, and Plato are infused with
moral value and commitment from the outset. It is not that the theory is
logically and chronologically prior to the moral outlook; but neither
need it be that “the moral outlook generates the theoretical justification.”
Rather, what we have here is a unified way of being-with, and responding
to, animals in the world: an outlook that involves seeing animals and
human beings as a community of commonly “ensouled” creatures.8


In his Remarks on Frazer’s “Golden Bough,” Ludwig Wittgenstein
makes a point that is comparable to the one I have just been making.
What Wittgenstein is objecting to is Frazer’s purported explanation of
the ancient rite of succession at Nemi, in which the successor had to
kill the incumbent priest-king. More precisely, Wittgenstein is not so
much criticizing the particular explanation that Frazer offers, but rather
questioning Frazer’s assumption that an explanation must take the form
of disclosing a belief upon which the action is based. Wittgenstein
writes of Frazer that,


When he explains to us, for example, that the king must be killed in
his prime because, according to the notions of the savages, his soul
would not be kept fresh otherwise, we can only say: where that practice


8Cf. Osborne’s remark (2007: 58–59) that Pythagoreans, Empedocles, and Plato conceive
animals as not merely ensouled (empsucha), but as possessing “exactly the same kind of souls as we
have.” On the vexed issue of the relation between human and animal souls in ancient Greek
thought, see Sorabji (1993).
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and these views go together, the practice does not spring from the
view, but both of them are there. (Wittgenstein 1979: 1e–2e)


Although writing in very condensed form, what Wittgenstein is
resisting is the assumption that we must postulate an order of priority
between belief and practice—an order in which the belief, or view, under-
girds and provides the rationale for the practice. Exactly how far
Wittgenstein is going in the direction of a wholesale rejection of any
attempt at explanation at all is a moot point.9 For present purposes, all
that needs to be noted is that he is enjoining us to recognize that there is
no necessity to suppose that the practice is based on a prior belief. Both
the belief and the practice—or, better, the belief-practice nexus—may, to
use Osborne’s phrase, express “a distinctive outlook on the world.”


There are, undoubtedly, dangers associated with using the term
“expression” in these contexts. For when Osborne says that the reincar-
nation claims of Pythagoras et al. are “an expression of a distinctive
outlook on the world,” there are liable to be critics who will hear this as
a denial that these philosophers “really” believed in reincarnation at
all.10 It will be assumed that what is being asserted is that the philoso-
phers merely found talk of reincarnation congenial for voicing certain
ethical commitments that they held independently of the vocabulary
used to express them. In short, such critics will assume that Osborne is
offering a reductive, nonrealist, noncognitivist analysis of the philoso-
phers’ reincarnation talk: nonrealist in the sense that the talk in no way
implies a belief in the reality of reincarnation, and noncognitivist in the
sense that it does not aim to articulate knowledge about the world, but
merely to express value judgments. It is thus reductive insofar as it is
eliminating any cognitive or truth-apt content from the reincarnation-
related statements of the philosophers, and reducing those statements to
“mere” expressions. Although I very much doubt that Osborne would
look favorably upon this construal of her thesis, her claim that “the
moral outlook generates the theoretical justification” (my emphasis)
may unwittingly encourage it.


One way of reclaiming Osborne’s thesis from the reductive reading
would involve rejecting the dualistic conception of facts and values
upon which that reading depends. To construe the assertion that


9For a very thorough treatment of what Wittgenstein is up to in the Remarks on Frazer, see
Clack (1999), especially chapters 4 and 5.


10Analogous criticisms have been made of, for example, D. Z. Phillips’ accounts of belief in God.
See, for instance, Phillips’ essay “On Really Believing,” and the responses to it, in Runzo (1993:
85–118).
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reincarnation-claims express moral values in nonrealist or noncogniti-
vist terms, one would have to assume that moral values cannot be apt
to connect with reality in such a way as to be true or knowledge-
bearing. Relinquishing this assumption opens up the possibility of con-
ceiving of reincarnation-claims as true, without necessarily affirming
that the criteria for their being true must be identical to those that
apply to, say, statements of empirical science. We may, for example,
want to say that they could be “morally true” or “metaphysically true”
without thereby committing ourselves to the supposition that reincarna-
tion beliefs are empirically testable.11


These latter thoughts, however, are taking us further than my
immediate purposes require. My principal reason for discussing
Osborne’s proposal was to indicate how a certain presupposition may
be brought into question, the presupposition being that the relation
between a reincarnation theory and a moral outlook must be one of
logical and historical priority, wherein it is the theory that holds the
prior position. Osborne disrupts this presupposition by, apparently,
switching the order of priority. What I have argued is that even this
switching presupposes a dichotomy between “theory” and “outlook,” or
“belief” and “practice,” which need not be present. At the very least, we
should question the viability of this postulated dichotomy rather than
simply assuming that it is there. In the next section, I turn to the thesis
proposed by Obeyesekere, that in the South Asian context reincarnation
theories did indeed precede the forms of ethical evaluation that subse-
quently became associated with them, and that the process of their
acquiring those ethical associations can usefully be termed
“ethicization.”


ESCHATOLOGIES AND “ETHICIZATION”


The difference between Obeyesekere’s viewpoint and that of
Osborne can be seen immediately by noting what Obeyesekere says
about the Pythagorean commitment to vegetarianism. Osborne, as we


11A related way of resisting the reductive reading of Osborne’s thesis would be to reject the
Cartesian metaphysical assumption that states of mind (including beliefs and value-commitments)
are logically independent of, and prior to, the actions and responses that they are supposed to
causally initiate. If, as argued by Wittgenstein (2009) and Ryle (1949), it is in our actions and
responses that our beliefs and values are (typically) seen, then the picture of an expression of a
belief or value being logically (conceptually) detachable from the belief or value itself loses its grip.
See, for example, Ryle (1949: 128–130) and, for discussion of Wittgenstein, Churchill (1984). For a
recent account of the relevance of these ways of thinking to the study of religion, see Springs
(2008).
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have seen, argues that the latter commitment, along with the general
ethical outlook toward animals of which it is part, gave rise to a concep-
tion of transmigration from human to animal life (and from animal to
human). Obeyesekere, meanwhile, maintains that it is the fact that the
Pythagoreans’ “rebirth eschatology entailed animal rebirths” that
“explains the strong injunction against consuming flesh” (2002: 191).


Similarly, with regard to the South Asian traditions of Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Jainism, Obeyesekere presents a speculative narrative in
which a conception of reincarnation—including reincarnation from one
species to another—was formulated prior to the particular forms of
ethical injunction and practice that came to characterize those tradi-
tions. Obeyesekere focuses especially on what he terms a transformation
from “rebirth eschatology” to “karmic eschatology,” and it is this trans-
formation that he refers to as “ethicization.” He articulates his thesis in
conspicuously strong terms, contending that the process he is describ-
ing (albeit speculatively and schematically rather than on the basis of
clear historical data) has the force of logical necessity: “When ethiciza-
tion is systematically introduced into any rebirth eschatology, that
rebirth eschatology must logically transform itself into a karmic escha-
tology” (2002: 78; cf. 1980: 147).12


Obeyesekere uses the term “eschatology” not in the strict sense of a
conception of the final destination or goal of humankind and of the
world in general, but rather to denote any conception of what will
happen to a person beyond death. Thus, for Obeyesekere, a rebirth
eschatology is any belief, or system of beliefs, that comprises the view
that at least some people, and perhaps some or all animals as well, will
be reborn in a new form after their present life. This construal, in itself,
says nothing about the ethical content of the outlook at issue. But when
Obeyesekere is drawing a contrast between “rebirth eschatologies” and
“karmic eschatologies,” the difference that he means to highlight is a
specifically ethical one. While a karmic eschatology remains a form of
rebirth eschatology, it is one that has been “ethicized.” This means that
the conception of rebirth that has developed is one in which one’s
experiences beyond death—in the “other world”—and also the nature
of one’s next rebirth (and perhaps rebirths subsequent to that as well)
are held to be conditioned by, determined by, or dependent upon
the moral quality of one’s actions in the present life (Obeyesekere 2002:
79–80, 247).


12See also Obeyesekere (1968: 17): “When any preliterate reincarnation religion is ethicized, a
different set of eschatological consequences logically follows.”
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The narrative of conceptual evolution that Obeyesekere presents
involves two main steps, which successively effect the transformation
from a common-or-garden rebirth eschatology to a specifically ethicized
“karmic” eschatology. The first step is for the belief to be formed that a
person’s entry into an after-death world is conditional, not on exclu-
sively religious actions (such as the correct performance of funeral rites
for the one who has died), but upon “the ethical nature of one’s this-
worldly actions” (2002: 79). A corollary of this first step is that the
“other world” is conceived as a location, or suite of locations, conducive
to the appropriate reward or punishment of the deceased individual:
“Heavens and hells have to be invented in any ethicized eschatology”
(2002: 79; cf. 1968: 15, 1980: 148). The second step consists in the for-
mation of the belief that one’s future rebirths, too, will be “ethically
conditioned”; that is, that they will take a form consistent with, and at
least partially determined by, one’s moral behavior in a previous life or
lives (2002: 80). According to Obeyesekere’s model, once the two steps
of this conceptual shift have been taken, and the cycle of reincarnation
has been conceptualized as an ongoing series of ethically conditioned
lifetimes separated by temporary sojourns in the “other world,” “a con-
comitant epistemological shift takes place”; viz. “it appears to those who
live in these societies that rebirth is not a thing in itself but a product of
the ethical nature of one’s actions. Rebirth cannot be divorced from
ethics; it looks as if it is generated from ethics” (82; Obeyesekere’s
italics).


When Obeyesekere says that, from the perspective of a fully ethi-
cized karmic eschatology, rebirth appears to be generated from ethics,
he is clearly not claiming that what appears to be the case from that
perspective is that the sort of thesis presented by Catherine Osborne is
true. Osborne’s proposal—that, with regard to the reincarnation theo-
ries of Pythagoras, Empedocles, and Plato, “the moral outlook generates
the theoretical justification”—seems best understood as the claim that,
whatever course these philosophers assumed their reasoning to be
taking, they were in fact basing their reincarnation theory on their
moral outlook. What Obeyesekere is claiming, meanwhile, is that, in the
case of South Asian karmic eschatologies, a constitutive aspect of those
eschatologies is that, to the believers themselves, it appears that an indi-
vidual’s ethical actions produce (or condition, or determine) his or her
“future-life fate” (2002: 132). Obeyesekere is not suggesting that there is
anything wrong or mistaken about this belief on the part of the reincar-
nation believers; he is merely pointing out that this is a feature of a
karmic eschatology. Neither is he straightforwardly arguing that the
ethical norms and commitments exhibited by adherents of karmic
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eschatologies are, in reality, generated out of their reincarnation beliefs.
Rather, what Obeyesekere is doing is presenting an idealized narrative—
or, as he puts it, an “imaginary experiment”—of the development of
South Asian conceptions of reincarnation in which a particular kind of
ethical picture is gradually incorporated into, or superimposed upon, a
preexisting mode of reincarnation belief.13


A similarity between what Obeyesekere is claiming about South
Asian reincarnation beliefs and what Osborne claims about ancient
Greek theories is that each of these claims relies on a conceptual dichot-
omy between reincarnation beliefs on the one hand and the ethical
values and practices of believers in reincarnation on the other.
Osborne’s thought is that ethical values and practices—or “moral
outlook”—can preexist a conception of reincarnation that subsequently
comes to be used to justify the moral outlook. Obeyesekere’s thought is
that a conception of reincarnation can preexist a set of ethical values
and practices that subsequently transform that conception. In contem-
plating each of these contentions—Obeyesekere’s no less than
Osborne’s—we should bear in mind Wittgenstein’s remark that, as far
as “explaining” the phenomena in question goes, “we can only say:
where that practice and these views go together, the practice does not
spring from the view, but both of them are there.” Perhaps
Wittgenstein goes too far in saying that the practice does not spring
from the view. It would be more prudent, and more in keeping with
Wittgenstein’s own general reluctance to make categorical pronounce-
ments, to say that the practice may not, or need not, spring from the
view. But, either way, Wittgenstein is usefully cautioning us against
assuming that there must be an order of logical and historical priority
between the practical and doxastic dimensions of a mode of human life.
In the absence of such caution, we are prone to misunderstand the phe-
nomenon under investigation by superimposing conceptual dichotomies
upon it which may well be out of place.


I referred earlier to Obeyesekere’s use of expressions such as “must
logically.” This requires closer attention, as it is indicative of a possible
confusion on Obeyesekere’s part about what sort of account he is pro-
viding. He presents his imaginative model, with its two main “steps”


13For his use of “imaginary experiment,” see Obeyesekere (2002: 18, and especially chap. 3
passim). “Imaginary experiment” is among the expressions that Obeyesekere inherits from Weber.
For discussion of the latter’s use of it, see Swedberg (2005: 46). Obeyesekere (2002: 365, n. 27)
himself cites Weber (1949: 174–175), where Weber talks of using imagination to apply knowledge
derived from experience to our “knowledge of certain ‘facts,’” in order to arrive at a historical
claim that is “objectively possible.”
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and their respective ramifications, as though he were offering a specula-
tive historical reconstruction of how karma-imbued conceptions of rein-
carnation emerged in South Asia around the middle centuries of the
first millennium BCE.14 Yet it is far from clear why such a speculative
reconstruction should be held to carry the force of logical necessity
which is implied by terms such as “must logically.” By using this
vocabulary, Obeyesekere blurs the distinction between an account of the
historical development of certain beliefs and practices and an account
of the logical or conceptual interconnections between different features
of those beliefs and practices. An account of the former kind concerns
matters of diachronic change, whereas one of the latter kind concerns
matters of synchronic relationship.


What Obeyesekere says about a karmic eschatology’s being one that
has become “ethicized” in the way he describes is, I suggest, best read
as an analytic description of what a particular conception of reincarna-
tion is; an analysis, that is, of the strands of interconnected thought and
practice that constitute the religious and cultural phenomenon that
Obeyesekere terms “karmic eschatology.” When read in this way,
Obeyesekere’s analysis is plausible and illuminating. It provides what
some philosophers, influenced by Wittgenstein or Gilbert Ryle, have
called a conceptual “map,” or what others have termed “connective
analysis.”15 As characterized by Peter Hacker, the latter kind of analysis
“is concerned with describing and clarifying the concepts we employ in
discourse about ourselves and about the world, and in elucidating their
relationships—their forms of relative priority, dependency, and interde-
pendency” (2004: 352).16 Admittedly, the concepts that Obeyesekere is
endeavoring to describe and clarify are specifically those of believers in
reincarnation, and hence may not be ones that we (collectively) employ,
since many of his readers will not be believers in reincarnation


14Obeyesekere (2002: 75) follows Karl Jaspers in regarding the “‘Axial Age’ during the sixth
century B.C.E. and after” as being critical in the development of “the so-called historical religions,”
including Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. For more on the notion of an axial age, see Arnason
et al. (2005).


15The expression “connective analysis” derives from Strawson (1985: 25). See also Strawson
(1992: chap. 2). For discussion of the notion of a conceptual “map”—or “the metaphor of logical
or conceptual geography”—see Baker and Hacker (2005: 284).


16Examples of such an approach in the study of religion can be found in the work of
D. Z. Phillips and some other Wittgenstein-influenced philosophers, although they may not use
the precise phrase “connective analysis.” One way of viewing the Wittgensteinian task in this area
is as bringing out the “‘internal’ (or conceptual) connections between the various dimensions of
religious belief . . . and religious practice” (Wynn 1995: 423; cf. Phillips 1986: 10). Phillips sees a
close similarity between his own approach and the interpretive anthropology of Geertz (Phillips
2001: 6–7), and Geertz himself acknowledges a significant debt to Wittgenstein (Geertz 2001: xi–
xiii; cf. Geertz 1983: chap. 4).
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themselves. But if the “we” in the passage from Hacker just quoted is
expanded to encompass any given human community, then Hacker’s
sketch of connective analysis seems to fit what Obeyesekere is up to
fairly well.


When considered under the aspect of conceptual connective analy-
sis, Obeyesekere’s talk of logical necessities may still sound too strong to
the ears of many philosophical readers. This is because he implies that,
irrespective of the finer details and nuances of any particular cultural
milieu, if certain basic conceptual factors are in place then certain other
factors must, or have to, also be there. There is in this approach what
Wittgenstein would call a “craving for generality,” which carries with it
the danger of overlooking what is important in particular cases; in
other words, looking for what is common to a number of cases may
come at the cost of neglecting what is peculiar to each of them
(Wittgenstein 1969: 17–18). Nevertheless, Obeyesekere manages to
avoid an exclusive preoccupation with schematic generalizations by also
devoting sustained attention to specific textual sources, such as the
Upanishads, and to religio-cultural traditions, such as Buddhism and
the Ājīvika sect.17 When examining these sources and traditions, there
is no problem with presenting one’s account as containing a historical
aspect, since relevant historical sources of evidence are available. The
problem with Obeyesekere’s treatment of reincarnation to which I have
been drawing attention is his insistence that a putatively historical
account—an “imaginary experiment”—can have the force of logical
necessity.


A further problem with Obeyesekere’s thesis derives from his use of
the terms “ethicized” and “nonethicized.” Notwithstanding the care that
he takes to advise his readers that, by referring to certain rebirth escha-
tologies as “nonethicized,” he does not mean to imply that there was an
absence of ethics in the societies concerned, his use of these terms can
hardly fail to be misleading. As Antonia Mills has pointed out, the
problem here is that Obeyesekere’s distinction “masks the fact that
tribal eschatologies”—such as those of many Amerindian and Inuit
peoples—“also contain ethical premises,” even if they are different from
those of supposedly “ethicized” religions such as Hinduism and
Buddhism (Mills 1994: 17).18 These ethical premises—values,


17The Ājīvikas were a non-Brahmanical religious group that is thought to have existed from at
least as early as the sixth century BCE through to around the eighth century CE. See Obeyesekere
(2002: 102–108) and, for further exposition, Basham (1981).


18Mills’ comments refer to Obeyesekere (1980), which prefigures the central themes and
arguments in Obeyesekere (2002: chap. 3).
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judgments, practices, and so forth—do not float free of the respective
societies’ reincarnation beliefs, but are, in many instances, thoroughly
integrated with them. I explore some instances of such integration in
the next section.


THE ETHICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF REINCARNATION
BELIEFS: SOME EXAMPLES


In the passage above from Mills, she goes on to remark of the
“ethics of people with [what Obeyesekere calls] ‘unethicized eschatolo-
gies’” that these “are based on the premise of the equality of human
consciousness with that of other species of animals, fish, and fowl”
(1994: 17). By “equality of . . . consciousness,” Mills here seems to
mean that members of nonhuman species are held to have spirits
which ought to be respected in ways that accord them equal value to
the spirits of human beings. Elsewhere, when writing specifically about
the Wet’suwet’en, Gitksan, and Beaver peoples of British Columbia,
Mills observes that they:


believe that each species of animal and plant is endowed with an intel-
ligence, comparable to human intelligence, which is fully aware of the
actions and intentions of humans and that only when humans honor
the spirits of the species will the game and fish and fowl leave
their spirit homes and reincarnate so as to be taken by humans. (1988:
388–389)


Here we see how a belief in reincarnation—specifically, in this
instance, the reincarnation of animals—can be intimately bound up
with profound ethical attitudes toward those animals. Yet if we accept
Obeyesekere’s narrow conception of “ethicization,” this would have to
count as a “nonethicized” form of reincarnation belief.


A way in which respect for animals is exhibited among Amerindian
peoples is documented by Franz Boas (1896) in one of his many
reports on the Kwakwaka’wakw people, again of British Columbia.19


“When a wolf has been killed,” writes Boas, “it is placed on a blanket.
Its heart is taken out, and all those who have assisted in killing it must
take four morsels of the heart.” A phrase that Boas translates as “Woe!
our great friend” is wailed over the wolf’s body, which is then “covered
with a blanket and buried.” Boas adds that the weapon used to kill a


19Boas refers to them as the “Kwakiutl.” But “Kwakwaka’wakw” is the preferred term among
anthropologists these days (see Wurm et al. 1996: 1145).
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wolf is considered unlucky and hence is given away by the owner, and
that the killing of a wolf is held to produce “scarcity of game” (1896:
579). This treatment of wolves is of a piece with the Kwakwaka’wakw
belief that hunters who hunt on the land will be reborn as wolves, and
those who hunt at sea will be reborn as killer whales (579).20


If we were to adhere in this case to the line of thought that Osborne
applies to ancient Greek philosophers, we might say that the belief that
hunters are reincarnated as wolves is generated by the moral outlook of
which respect for wolves is an integral part. But we are not forced to
say this, any more than we are forced to say that the moral attitude
toward wolves is generated by the belief in reincarnation. The two
things go together, but there is no necessity to give logical priority to
one or the other. We see the sense that the reincarnation belief has in
the attitude of respect that is displayed toward wolves, and the attitude
is expressed in terms of reincarnation (or at least partly in those terms).
This is not to deny that there could be forms of belief in reincarnation
that are not accompanied by a respectful attitude toward wolves.
Indeed, in the passage that I quoted from the Mānavadharmaśāstra at
the top of this article, we see the view expressed that people who steal
deer or elephants will be reborn as wolves. This is certainly not an
expression of respect, and it is difficult to imagine a community
wherein wolves are associated with theft honoring a wolf in the way
that was typical of the Kwakwaka’wakw people described by Boas.
What we have in the case of the Mānavadharmaśāstra vis-à-vis that of
the Kwakwaka’wakw people are examples of two kinds of reincarnation
belief, each infused with ethical significance, but not of the same sort.
While any inquiry into these two cases would need to recognize the
important ethical discrepancies between them, it seems far from helpful
to place one in the category of “ethicized” belief and the other in the
“nonethicized” category.


To further illustrate how the reincarnation beliefs of small-scale
societies can resound with deep ethical meaning, I will here mention a
few examples of ways in which the treatment of children is implicated
in such beliefs. Among many of the Amerindian and Inuit peoples that
Antonia Mills has studied, reincarnation is believed to occur most fre-
quently within the same family (1988: 386, 1994: 27). This belief is
often tied to traditions of inheritance, according to which someone’s
right to inherit the title and land of an ancestor goes along with that


20See also Mills (1994: 33); and for a useful summary of how both wolves and killer whales
feature in the art and mythology of Northwest Coast Amerindians, see Shearar (2000: 115–116).
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person’s being regarded as the ancestor’s reincarnation. As Mills
remarks, a practice such as that “of taking one’s nephew and heir to
one’s title out to one’s territory takes on new meaning when we recog-
nize that this nephew is commonly presumed to be the reincarnation of
a former holder of the land and title, as well as the mother’s brother’s
heir” (1988: 402). In many instances, the child will be given the same
name as the person of whom he or she is deemed to be the reincarna-
tion. Unsurprisingly, such practices can significantly affect the forms
that intergenerational relationships take, and this becomes especially
poignant in cases in which the child identifies strongly with the ances-
tor in question.


Mills relates the case of a young man named Jeffrey who, at around
the age of five, had announced to his grandmother, Louise, that he was
not her grandson, but a deceased son of hers, named Will, returned.
Even though Jeffrey’s biological parents were still alive, he went to live
with his grandparents, referring to Louise as “Mother” rather than
“Grandma” (Mills 1988: 394). In another case, a member of the Haida
people of British Columbia named Florence Edenshaw Davidson recalls
in her memoir how, as a child, one of the reasons why she was favored
over her siblings by her father was that she was believed to be the rein-
carnation of his own mother: “‘Hada ding awu di ijing,’ [‘Dad, I’m your
mother’] I kept saying. Those were my first words” (Blackman 1992: 78;
cf. 53).21


Although this strength of personal identification with one’s alleged
previous incarnation is not typical among Amerindian peoples, cases
such as these do illustrate the potentially radical significance of reincar-
nation beliefs upon kinship relations within societies where such beliefs
are commonplace. The precise form of the ethical implications is by no
means easily describable, yet it would be implausible to suppose that
the acceptance of a child as, in some sense, the same person as its
deceased uncle or grandmother would not bring with it major ethical
repercussions. What Akhil Gupta has referred to as the “narratives of
reincarnation” within certain communities are indicative of conceptions
of childhood that differ from those of communities wherein belief in
reincarnation is, at most, only marginal. Children at the center of such
narratives are, Gupta suggests, “inhabited by their (adult) thoughts and
gestures, and clearly have to be conceptualized as more complex beings
than is allowed by the standard narrative of childhood [within western,


21Artworks by Florence Edenshaw Davidson’s grandson, Robert Davidson (--guud san glans),
were recently featured in this journal (Davidson 2012).
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liberal, and largely secular societies] which posits a new being who
slowly finds his or her way in the world” (2002: 36). Part of this con-
ceptualization is liable to involve alternative configurations of the emo-
tional and ethical relations within families and wider kinship networks.


Another example of the bearing that particular forms of reincarna-
tion belief have upon the conceptualization of children, and upon
ethical behavior toward them, derives from a study of the Papel com-
munity of Guinea-Bissau on the west coast of Africa. Jónína
Einarsdóttir observes that among the Papel, who believe in reincarna-
tion, “mothers view their newborns as human at birth, each one having
a particular personality” (Einarsdóttir 2004: 103). She contrasts this
with the attitude of the Alto people of Brazil, who do not have a rein-
carnation belief, and who regard “infants as not yet fully human,”
lacking “an individual personality” (103).22 Comparing the infant care
practices of these two communities, Einarsdóttir notes that “holding,
co-sleeping, rapid response to crying, and devoted care” are prevalent
among the Papel, whereas Alto mothers often leave small children
alone at home and “have little physical contact with their infants, who
sleep in their own cot” (103).


Without proposing a simplistic deterministic relation between belief
in reincarnation and childcare practices, Einarsdóttir plausibly under-
lines the relevance of this belief to Papel conceptions of infanthood. She
also points out, however, that an aspect of Papel belief is that some chil-
dren are “born without human souls and [are] unable to get one.” In
these cases, it is deemed that the children “should be killed in order to
prevent them from causing damage to their mother’s lineage” (166).
Thus, the ethical ramifications of Papel reincarnation beliefs are
complex, being associated both with diligent attentiveness to infants’
needs when the neonates are regarded as reincarnate human souls and
with instances of infanticide when they are not.


CONCLUSION


This article has explored the integrated nature of beliefs in reincar-
nation and ethical values and practices, placing in question the wide-
spread presupposition that there must be an order of logical and
temporal priority between them. Catherine Osborne does a good job of
unsettling the assumption that this order of priority must be one in


22Einarsdóttir is here drawing on Scheper-Hughes’ (1992) study of the Alto.
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which it is the reincarnation belief, or “theory,” that gives rise to ethical
practices (such as respecting nonhuman animals and abstaining from
eating them). Although Osborne is concerned specifically with the theo-
ries and practices of certain ancient Greek philosophers, her discussion
has more far-reaching implications. Without directly contradicting
Osborne’s thesis, I have argued that the way in which it is presented
gives the impression that the order of priority between reincarnation
theory and moral outlook has simply been reversed, when in fact there
is no good reason for assuming that there has to be any order of prior-
ity at all. It could be the case that the belief in reincarnation and the
practices associated with respect for animals evolved together from the
outset, and are mutually constitutive of the same overall “outlook on
the world”—a “fusion of the existential and the normative,” to invoke a
phrase from Geertz (1973: 127). Certainly, if we are to properly under-
stand that outlook, then it will be wise to look for the sense that “rein-
carnation” or “transmigration” has for the ancient Greeks in the moral
attitudes and practices that they exhibit, and to observe how these atti-
tudes and practices are expressed and advocated through the vocabulary
of reincarnation.


This same point applies to Obeyesekere’s “imaginary experiment”
concerning the development of “karmic eschatologies” in South Asia.
Pace Obeyesekere, there is no strong reason for assuming that the con-
ceptions of reincarnation which comprise, in part, a sophisticated doc-
trine of the postmortem consequences of action (karma) for individual
agents must have evolved from pre-karmic “rebirth eschatologies.”
Indeed, there is scope in this context for an Osborne-style Copernican
reversal, in which the kinds of reincarnation beliefs typified by
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism are seen as emerging out of a moral
outlook that involves an understanding of individual culpability for
one’s actions. Rather than proposing such a reversal, however, my
purpose has again been to question the underlying presupposition that
there must be an order of priority between the reincarnation beliefs and
the ethical values and practices with which those beliefs are so inti-
mately associated.


In the latter portion of the article, I have also challenged the appro-
priateness of speaking of the development of karmic conceptions of
reincarnation in terms of a transition from a “nonethicized” to an “ethi-
cized” mode of religion. There are undoubtedly many important differ-
ences to be observed between forms of belief in reincarnation that
involve notions of karmic retribution and other forms that do not, and
Obeyesekere’s own work goes a long way toward bringing to the fore
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these differences, as well as important similarities across various rein-
carnation beliefs. Yet the model of cultural evolutionary development
that Obeyesekere offers risks seriously underplaying the ineluctably
ethical nature of the supposedly pre-“ethicized” beliefs of many small-
scale societies, and misrepresenting these beliefs by implying that they
constitute a stage of earlier development along a continuum that culmi-
nates in the full-blown karmic eschatologies of South Asia.23


Finally, I want to re-emphasize the multiplicity of forms that beliefs
in reincarnation can take. No doubt some of these forms could be legit-
imately designated as reincarnation beliefs without thereby entailing
that any significant ethical dimension pertains to them; meanwhile,
there are also many forms of reincarnation belief that are so thoroughly
amalgamated with ethics that the ethical dimension can hardly be
detached from any competent description of the belief. Wittgenstein
occasionally suggested that to imagine a “use of language” is to imagine
a culture (Wittgenstein 1969: 134, 1970: 202; cf. Geertz 1983: 73), and
this certainly applies to the imagining of uses of language that instanti-
ate talk of reincarnation. In South Asian, Amerindian, West African,
and the many other cultures in which reincarnation beliefs have a place,
the beliefs are liable to be misunderstood if they are abstracted from the
broader culture in which they have their life and meaning. What I have
argued in this article is that one way of misunderstanding such beliefs is
to assume that the belief in reincarnation is one thing and the ethical
values and practices with which it is associated are another. At least in
many instances, it will be inapt to say either that the practices spring
from the belief or that the belief springs from the practices or even
simply that “both of them are there.” Rather, it will be more apt to say
that, in those places where talk of reincarnation obtains, we find a cul-
tural and religious mode wherein belief and practice, “theory” and
“moral outlook,” are mutually integral to a cohesive form of life.
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